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On 5th of June DRONI team celebrated the
World Environment Day by participating in
an Environmental festival in Dighomi
Meadows organized by Museum of
Environment. Our volunteers presented their
past and present enviro activities – trash
picking at the Dendrological park in Tbilisi,
eco seminars and training courses about
outdoor education! 

Activities in June
ENVIRONMENTALENVIRONMENTAL

FESTIVALFESTIVAL

YOUTH FORUM IN ZUGDIDIYOUTH FORUM IN ZUGDIDI

DRONI team took part in a Youth Forum 2022 organized by the Zugdidi city hall on 18 June
in Shota Meskhia State Teaching University in Zugdidi. The aim of the event was to talk
about different youth opportunities and youth initiatives and meet people who represent
the youth organizations in different regions. We talked about our local activities and the
opportunities offered by the Erasus Plus and European Solidarity Corps programmes. 

https://www.facebook.com/museumofenvironmentdm/
https://www.facebook.com/Shota-Meskhia-State-Teaching-University-436122036849189/?__cft__[0]=AZVq_IhW8FcBUoz3R5KT61Y7j9DkriY1rRSo6Of1rGGZsGhiplC2yIij5mpHG7rKIj2h6R7DGkOkLMOPawnHG9Emk6vtSpDLKKVM0tXm7hf0Zb02aWI1wI3QtHoGVgr47PPA5eQsC5_UX7DEsgyssJQf8WMKvag3wLQISoS-h-o7qkcZFogqxK28gqrt7whhEGUU-jj4emJ94tv1zAJWH7UQ-AJ0GoHi7qkh73T-y14UrQ&__tn__=kC*F


Activities in June

GENDER EQUALITY WORKSHOPSGENDER EQUALITY WORKSHOPS

On 14th June, we started our first workshop
in the series of workshops about Gender
Equality! The workshops are facilitated by
our French volunteer Marion together with
the help of German volunteer Sam. In the
first workshop the participants got to know
each other, then they talked about identities.
Later we tried an activity called Human
rights walk and we discussed the situation
regarding Human rights in Georgia

The second workshop took place on 21
June. The participants drew the worst
society they could imagine and later
discussed women’s rights and human
rights, intersectionality, equality and
equity, played a bit of drama and had
a glimpse at how to talk about gender
and gender related issues.

The third workshop took place on
28 June. We watched An Easy Girl,
a French « amoral summer tale »
as described by its director. We
then discussed relationships
dynamics, power and domination
and sex work.



Volunteers diary
MARION’S FIRST WEEKS AS AMARION’S FIRST WEEKS AS A

DRONI VOLUNTEERDRONI VOLUNTEER

Youth Association DRONI has a new ESC
volunteer. Her name is Marion, she is coming
from France and her project will last for a year.
She wrote about her first impressions at DRONI. 

“It is with a lot of excitement that I started volunteering with
Droni this May. Though it was not my first time in Georgia, I
was surprised to see how green the city was. Tbilisi is
amazing in the Spring and the weather is perfect!
On the second day of arrival, I visited Droni’s office and got to
meet most of the team members and the other volunteers.
Everybody was very welcoming and kind. I immediately got
involved in very stimulating projects, like participating in the
creation of a map for young travelers in Tbilisi, getting in
touch with participants from Erasmus+ activities, setting up
workshops about Gender Equality... I felt very much
encouraged to create my own projects and come up with new
ideas that we could implement in Droni. 

I am discovering the city and I really enjoy it. I’ve been to Dezerter
Bazaar, I tried khinkali in different places (including french style
khinkali with snails and boeuf bourguignon in café Metis), attended
a few parties and concerts and visited some of the many second
hand stores that you can find in Tbilisi. I am also taking modern jazz
dance classes and running an english speaking club. There’s a lot of
things to do in Tbilisi and little time to be bored. Nature is also
amazing, the mountain is so beautiful at this moment of the year
and it is the best time to hike on Mtastminda. The weather is also
good to go to Tbilisi sea and potentially to swim if you are brave! 

Overall it is a very good start and I am excited to see what is
coming! I am planning on visiting a friend in Zugdidi, go to Bakuriani
for the arrival training and may be other places if I can!”



Droni members abroad
WHAT MAY WAS LIKE FOR OUR ESCWHAT MAY WAS LIKE FOR OUR ESC

VOLUNTEERS ABROAD?VOLUNTEERS ABROAD?



Droni members abroad

TRACK ONETRACK ONE  
KA2 PROJECTKA2 PROJECT

STUDY VISIT IN ROMANIASTUDY VISIT IN ROMANIA

In mid-June, there was a study visit to Straja, Romania.
The participants learned about the working methods of
the Romanian organization New Horizons Foundation.
The study visit focused on using experiential learning in
a broad understanding, and specifically - Outdoor
Adventure Education as a tool to have a positive impact
on society. Different activities were implemented: a low
ropes course, a visit to a local summer camp in Straja
and team-building activities and games, which can be
implemented with kids from different age groups. 



Droni members abroad
RUZOMBEROK, SLOVAKIARUZOMBEROK, SLOVAKIA

An international Training Course “Keep Your
Prejudices in Media!” took place in Ruzomberok,
Slovakia from 9th to 19th of May. During this project
we had trainings about photography, videography,
video and photo editing, as powerful tools that youth
workers can use to tackle stereotypes or
manipulation. We visited places around the city and
village to take pictures and videos, and prepare them
for our exhibition. We gained more knowledge on how
to be socially more active, we developed photography
and movie making skills. The project also gave us a
chance to meet new people, make friends and have
unforgettable memories of Slovakia.

“Peers for Equality" was an international
training course that took place in Arad, Romania
from May 18 till May 21. The purpose of the
project was to increase the awareness among
the youngsters in the field of gender equality,
support the development of critical thinking
with respect to traditions and stereotypes that
contradict human rights - especially in relation
to gender, and empower the peers to face the
existing social pressure that fosters this form of
discrimination and assist them to become more
tolerant. 

ARAD, ROMANIAARAD, ROMANIA



Droni members abroad
SADA, SPAINSADA, SPAIN

„Eco Bubble” was a training course that was held
in Sada, Spain between 1 - 7 June. The objective of
the project was to teach, train and plant seeds all
over Europe to create sustainable initiatives and
networks that can work together towards a more
sustainable future. During the project, 22
participants from 10 countries gathered, shared
their experiences and discussed 4 main themes of
the project, such as concepts and good practices
related to the circular economy, zero waste
philosophy, use of cruelty-free products, how to
create a sustainable enterprise starting from
scratch and many others. 

"Green(washing)" was a training course that
was held in Poland between 19 - 30 May  in the
wonderfully green, eco-friendly farm, Zywa Ziemia.
During the project, participants learned about the
theory of greenwashing and also how to live more
sustainably. They played a lot of change-making
games, watched some educational documentaries,
had debating sessions, and had hands-on sessions
about gardening or how to take care of horses,
how to recycle a paper, and created the Yurt and
tiny houses, where we learned about alternative
living in nature, wood work etc. 

ZAKRZEWO, POLANDZAKRZEWO, POLAND



Droni members abroad
DAX, FRANCEDAX, FRANCE

An international training course titled
"No Hate Speech Compass" took place
bewteen 13 - 19 June in Dax, France. The
project was focused on the development
of competencies of youth leaders, youth
workers and teachers in the field of anti-
hate speech activism and human rights
education. The aim was to train
participants to use the Compass Guide
for HRE for anti-hate speech activities
and to integrate HRE into youth work and
develop future HRE related projects in
partner countries.

"Homo Ludens in Youth Work Lab" was a
Practical Seminar on Game Design that took
place between 6 - 12 June 2022 in Murzasichle,
Poland. Homo Ludens is translated as “Man the
Player” and this project was a practical seminar
on game design. Youth workers, trainers, youth
leaders and educators from Hungary, Poland,
Armenia, Georgia, Lithuania, and Ukraine got
together, reflected and analysed some of the
existing educational games and created games
in teams or individually under the supervision
and support of trainers.

MURZASICHLE, POLANDMURZASICHLE, POLAND



Upcoming activities

NATURE CALLS - Outdoor
Education for Mental Health
and Self-Development
ECODING - New Technologies For
Environment, Employability And
Civil Activism
PROJECT BOOSTER - Project
Writing Skills For Youth Workers

DRONI will be implementing three
international projects:

We will also continue with our
Gender Equality workshops,

which are held every Tuesday at
our office at Kote Marjanishvili

24/89. 
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marion@droni.org


